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Abstract 
 
This article examines certain aspects relating to the social structure and leadership of 
the Jewish community of İzmir in early modern times. The immigration of the 
Francos and the growing influence of European consuls in İzmir, beginning in 
seventeenth century, would develop into an ongoing phenomenon that became 
particularly instrumental in undermining the community organization and its 
leadership during the nineteenth century. In addition, a great fire that broke out in 
1772 resulted in a fragmentation that affected the community for decades. While the 
social order which provided a basis for the community was thus severely 
undermined the most crucial changes in the community were unfolding, and the 
community found itself engulfed in an acute economic crisis. As a consequence, 
social and economic struggles were fought on a decidedly class basis, with the most 
striking development being the organization of the middle class and the poor against 
the wealthy, primarily in matters relating to taxation and communal debts, but also 
regarding issues of leadership and representation. At the same time, the Jewish 
guilds and laborers made their appearance as an organized force demanding 
representation in the leadership of the community. 
 
 
 
  
From an analysis of the social structure of the Jewish community of Izmir and its 
leadership as they responded to these challenges in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries, we may gain a clearer understanding about the power relations 
among the different groups within the central communities of the Ottoman Empire 

Although the Jewish community in İzmir was founded only towards the end of 
the sixteenth century and developed along with the city itself primarily in the 
seventeenth century, the structure of the community was similar to that of other 
communities in the major cities of the Ottoman Empire that were founded in the 
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.  It comprised individual congregations (qehalim) 
organized around synagogues, but from the mid-seventeenth century, centralist 
tendencies were noticeable in a central municipal rabbinate and a single body to 
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conduct communal affairs to which the individual qehalim sent representatives, 
evidently on an equal basis. Tax collection was in the hands of the central leadership 
body. Of the seven qehalim that operated in İzmir in the seventeenth century, some 
continued into the eighteenth century, while others were succeeded by new ones. 
Even at the beginning, only the Portuguese congregations composed of returned 
conversos from Portugal, were based on origins, and as relations to ethnic or 
geographic origins weakened over time, qehalim such as Biqur Holim (“visiting the 
sick”) were organized on other bases.  

The qahal centered on the synagogue was the organizational framework 
around which the individual and society operated. Primary authority on religious 
matters was in the hands of the rabbi hired by the qahal, and in all the qehalim he 
was called the “Teacher of Torah.” The communal body or hakolelot (“general”), on 
which the various qehalim in the city were represented, chose its members from 
among themselves for positions of great importance, such as the representative and 
spokesman of the community to the Ottoman authorities (kăhia) and the tax 
collector.1 As in other Jewish communities, tensions that developed between 
different groups in the seventeenth century were sharpened by the heterogeneous 
character of the community. In İzmir, these tensions revolved around the role of the 
individual qahal in taxation, conflicts between the rich and poor, and differences 
between recent immigrants and established locals. In the course of the seventeenth 
century there were also internal disagreements concerning Jewish law and other 
matters between the rabbis and their respective qehalim.2   

                                                 
Author’s note: This article is an adaptation of Chapter 5 in my recent book in Hebrew, 
Smyrna, The Microcosmos of Europe (Carmel, Jerusalem: Carmel, 2014). 
1 Yaron  Ben-Naeh, Jews in the Realm of the Sultans (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2008), pp. 
165-174. To govern its many countries and diverse populations spread over Asia, Africa, 
Europe and islands in the seas, the Ottoman Empire relied on a decentralization of authority 
and complex, varying systems of taxations. Generally, the population paid taxes to local 
authorities who, then, transferred an assigned sum to the central government and kept for 
themselves as big a portion as they could. In addition, when the central government 
demanded from the local authorities new direct and indirect taxes to finance wars, the levies 
were imposed on certain products often turned out to be permanent. As a result, the Ottoman 
tax system ultimately consisted of multiple kinds of taxes. The most evident difference in the 
taxes that the empire imposed on Muslims and Ahl Al-Dhimma (people of protection, non-
Muslims, especially Christians and Jews) was in payment of the Jizyah (poll tax) by all non-
Muslims. Because members of professional groups (guilds) also paid taxes to those 
communities, each local Jewish community collected both direct taxes, assessed yearly 
assessment on adult members according to their income and wealth, and indirect taxes, 
imposed on basic food products such as meat and wine that were controlled by the community 
for “Kashrut” (set of Jewish religious dietary laws). 
2 Cf. R.,  Hayyim Benveniste, Ba’ey Ha’yey, Hoshen Mishpat, vol. 1 (Salonica, 1788): 244, p. 
244a; Gershom  Scholem, Șabbetai Sevi–The Mystical Messiah (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 1973), p. 378; David  Tamar, Mehqarim betoledot hayehudim be-eretz 
Israel ube-arzot hamizrah (Jerusalem: Mosad Harav Kook, 1981), pp. 119-135; Shmuel  
Werses, “On Communal Life in Smyrna” (in Hebrew), Yavne 3 (1942), pp. 93-111; Yaron  
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As was customary in Ottoman communities from the middle of the seventeenth 
century, two or more chief rabbis served in İzmir simultaneously. That such a split 
rabbinate was common in the Ottoman Empire reflected a rift that went beyond 
religious disagreements, to social, economic, political and personal issues. 

The Jewish courts dealt with issues of personal status but also with areas of 
economic and social life over which they had de facto, if not de jure, authority from 
the Ottoman government, which generally did not interfere in their deliberations. 
However the Jewish litigants always had the option to appeal to the Shari’a courts, if 
they wanted to, and their authority was final. 

The social tensions, however, did not prevent the formation of a common 
communal tradition unique to İzmir. Its structure was established primarily by Rabbi 
Joseph Escapa, “Chief Rabbi” from the 1620s to the 1660s. Many of the 
arrangements regarding taxation cited in the book Avodat Masa also stem from his 
time.3 

Capitulation agreements, whereby foreign citizens were under the authority of 
European consuls in various cities of the Ottoman Empire and not under the 
authority of Ottoman rule, encouraged the flourishing of ports in the Levant. Most of 
these foreigners were European merchants, some of them Jews—“Francos” in the 
seventeenth century—most of whom came from Italy. As in Aleppo,4 the majority 
of Francos arrived in İzmir from Livorno. Their presence was mentioned at the end 
of the seventeenth century,5 and the first explicit testimony about them is from 
1723.6 

In fact, by 1692/93 a communal regulation had been formulated regarding the 
matter, according to a source from the nineteenth century. This source described the 
displeasure of leading rabbis Solomon Halevy and Israel Benvenisti with reports of 
close relations between Jewish merchants and European consuls. Although 
forbidden by these rabbis under penalty of excommunication, such contacts 
continued nonetheless.7 The rabbis particularly objected to the merchants’ frequent 
use of the power of the consuls in order to evade litigation in the Jewish court, 
payment of taxes and adherence to communal regulations, a problem that existed in 
Aleppo as well. 

Over one hundred years later, in 1832, a regulation was instituted that every 
individual in the community had to obey the rulings of the rabbis and the rabbinical 
court: “And one cannot refuse and make himself subject to the nations of the world 

                                                                                                                   
Ben-Naeh, “Poverty and Dealing with It in Ottoman Jewish Society” (in Hebrew), Sefunot 23 
(2003), pp. 195-238. 
3 R. Avraham Yehoshu’a Ye’uda, Avodat Masa (Salonica, 1846). 
4 Alexander Lutsky, “The ‘Francos’ in Aleppo and the Influence of the Jewish Capitulations” 
(in Hebrew), Zion 6 (1941), pp. 46-79; Mina Rozen, “The Archives of the Chamber of 
Commerce of Marseille” (in Hebrew) Pe’amim 9 (1981), pp. 112-124. 
5 R. Avraham Yehoshu’a Ye’uda, Avodat Masa (Salonica, 1846), p. 11/a. 
6 R. Shimshon Morpurgo, Shemesh Zedaqa, vol. 1 (Venice, 1742), Yore De’a Section, 61, pp. 
102-103.  
7 R. Nissim Avraham Ashkenazi, Ma’aseh Avraham, Orah Hayyim, 27, pp. 15a-b; 19b-d. 
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and the government of the consuls, and he who does so will be excommunicated.”8 
Every merchant in the community signed this regulation except the Francos, “who 
were about thirty people.”9 Thus we see that there was a separate, consolidated 
group of about thirty economically advantaged people, not a small number, who 
refused to conform to the decisions of the community. 

In a similar matter, which also began in the eighteenth century and continued 
into the nineteenth, some Jews in the Ottoman Empire disregarded a prohibition 
against going to gentile courts. In İzmir, as some turned to the Muslim (Shari’a) 
courts and others to the consular courts, both to the consternation of the Teachers of 
Torah, at the end of the seventeenth century a communal regulation forbade 
informing and using the courts of the Turkish authorities or of the European consuls 
who had judicial status:  

 
That no Israelite will engage in defamation or reveal secrets of Israel to any 
minister of the gentiles, whether Turkish or of other peoples and even to speak 
and reveal secrets of Israel to the foreigners under penalty of 
excommunication, and not to ask for help and aid against our holy Torah.10 
 
This regulation was renewed in 1704, 1813, 1829 and 1832. Nevertheless, at 

the time of the death of Rabbi Haim Abulafia (the Second) in 1776, when 
disagreements erupted among the rabbis and merchants, even one consul from 
Europe intervened. This may have been due to the influence of the Francos, who 
also sought a role in communal leadership, reflecting their greater connection to the 
place and their interest in taking part in shaping life there. 

The multiplicity of renewals, extending into the first third of the nineteenth 
century, indicated the ongoing severity of the problem. The renewed regulations also 
added that anyone copying (i.e., translating) an agreement of the community and 
giving it to a consul deserved excommunication, which made it clear that all 
disagreements were to be settled by the rabbinical court and not by gentile 
authorities.P10F

11
P Yet, the Francos continued to ask the consuls to intervene in 

communal affairs because they regarded themselves as exempt from communal 
authority, which aroused the anger of the community.  

At the beginning of the nineteenth century there were additional signs of the 
disintegration of the communal framework in İzmir.  For instance, the poor sought 
to form a separate framework for themselves and afterwards, may have even 
appealed to the Protestant mission in İzmir and threatened collective conversion. 
The communal establishment reacted, naturally, with horror, condemning separatism 
and lack of obedience.  Rabbi Joseph Hazzan, the rabbi of the community at the end 

                                                 
8 Ben-Naeh, Jews in the Realm of the Sultans, p. 289, n. 51. 
9 R. David Hazzan, Nediv Lev, Even Ha-Ezer and Hoshen Mishpat, vol. 2 (Salonica, 1866), 
90b. Regarding this, cf. Ben-Naeh, Jews in the Realm of the Sultan, p. 376, notes 51-52. 
10R. Hayyim Palagi, Masa Hayyim (Smyrna, 1874), 22a. Werses, “On Communal Life in 
Smyrna,” pp. 93-97. 
11 Palagi, Masa Hayyim, Ibid. 
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of the eighteenth century, claimed: “Our city İzmir is an outstanding Jewish 
community, but all kinds of dubious people have settled in it, and they do not stop 
coming by sea and by land.”12  

Rabbi Hazzan may have been referring to the many refugees from the Greek 
rebellion who had reached İzmir destitute, creating a heavy burden on communal 
institutions, for, as Rabbi Hayyim Palagi reported, “In 1822, in the Greek revolution 
many captives who had been taken [arrived] and the city was unable to provide their 
needs.”13 Because the new arrivals came from well-established communities and did 
not recognize the authority of the local community, they created chaos in İzmir in 
the 1840s. Some longtime members of the community refused to pay communal 
taxes imposed upon them due to the influx of newcomers, and creditors exacted 
payment privately as best they could.  Rabbi Palagi described how the situation led 
to anarchy,14 and he wrote: “Woe to the city in which everyone stands up, this 
saying one thing and that one saying the other, and each one wants to breach the 
fence, and follow his own heart… such a city is destroyed, God forbid, and sinfully 
the violators have multiplied.”15 

In the early nineteenth century, evidence shows, rival groups would hang 
manifestos against each other on the walls of synagogues, even on Friday nights.16 
Some individuals withdrew from the community because of these disagreements 
while others left the communal synagogues and formed quorums for prayer in 
houses of learning or private homes.17 As many tried to move from one 
congregation to another in order to avoid paying debts,18 the growing separatist 
trend led to class rivalry within the community and heightened social tensions. Amid 
the turmoil, American Protestant missionaries, aided by converts, began to distribute 
Hebrew Bibles at low cost among the Jews. In 1827 the rabbis of İzmir condemned 
this act, seeking to prohibit the distribution and demanding that the Bibles be 
burned, but the rabbis of İstanbul discouraged them from taking so extreme a 
measure and modified their response.19 A few years later a printing house was 
established under the auspices of the American Protestant mission to print Hebrew 
Bibles with translations into Ladino.20 

                                                 
12 R. Yosef Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, Orah Hayyim, 12. 
13 R. Hayyim Palagi, Ruah Hayyim, vol. 1 (Smyrna, 1876), 155b. 
14 Palagi, Masa Hayyim, 29a-33a. Puertas de Oriente, 11 (27.7.1849), 12 (30.7.1846), 14 
(2.9.1846). 
15 Palagi, Masa Hayyim part 5, par. 24, fol. 13b. 
16 Palagi, Masa Hayyim, 1a. 
17 Palagi, Masa Hayyim, 2a. We find regulations forbidding leaving the existing synagogues 
and establishing new ones from 1814 until 1859. The regulation from 1814 was printed in R. 
David Amado, Einei David (Smyrna, 1855), par. 17, 83a.  
18 Amado, Einei David, par. 19, 83a. 
19 R. Shmuel Hayyim,  Shemen Hamishha, vol. 1 (Constantinople, 1840),  par. 6, 4aff. 
20 Avraham  Ya’ari, “Hebrew Printing in Smyrna” (in Hebrew) Areshet 1 (1959), pp. 108, 144 
(no. 75), 149 (no. 93). In the eighteenth century a Greek printer in İzmir had already printed 
rabbinical books. Cf., Ibid., pp. 107-108. R. Hayyim Palagi, Hayyim Bayad (Smyrna, 1873), 
112b; Leah  Bornstein-Makovetsky, “The Activity of the American Mission among the Jews 
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The great fire that occurred in İzmir in 1772 also affected communal 
organization adversely. As Uriel Heyd has pointed out, the dislocation following 
great fires in İstanbul in the seventeenth century disrupted a pattern of communal 
organization according to origin that dated back to the wave of Jewish immigration 
to the Ottoman Empire at the end of the fifteenth century. 21 Among the fires that 
broke out in Turkish cities periodically in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,22 
the one in İzmir in 1772 was particularly severe, as reported by a contemporary, 
Rabbi Raphael Joseph Hazzan: “In 1772 all of the synagogues burned down and the 
individuals dispersed one here and one there and they did not have a special place 
for prayer and every congregation was indebted to the treasurers of the community 
and signed a note for expenses of the congregation and for charity.”23 Not only 
dispersal due to the fire, but also unpaid taxes owed the congregation had led 
individual members to abandon those congregations, which is the reason Rabbi 
Hazzan stressed the role of the treasurers, as the former members’ debts now fell 
upon the remaining membership of the congregation.24  

For at least thirty years after the fire, the Jewish congregations of İzmir ceased 
to operate in their original form. Rabbi Hayyim Palagi explained: “And ever since 
then until now we would pray in rented space in private homes in a few places, with 
the permission of the local judge (the qadi).”25 Only in 1801,  after great efforts,  
were they able to obtain a license from the Turkish government to rebuild the old 
synagogues,26 but when three congregations (Shalom, Biqur Holim and Eitz 
Hayyim), which had leased plots about ten years earlier, finally built synagogues in 
the city, the problem of repaying the debts of the congregations worsened. 

After three decades, as the communal leadership tried to restore the previous 
regime and have individuals return to their original congregations, they discovered 
people who had moved to other neighborhoods and had become accustomed to 
praying in different places were not eager to return to their debt-ridden former 
congregations. The rabbis, therefore, sought “to renew the regulation that after 
building the synagogues no one would pray in a [private] place with a Torah scroll, 
but only in the reconstructed synagogues,”27 and “they agreed that every individual 

                                                                                                                   
of İstanbul, Smyrna and Salonica in the Nineteenth Century” (in Hebrew), in: Mina  Rozen, 
ed., Yemei Hasah’ar (Tel Aviv, 1996), pp. 273-310; Idem, “Conversion in Jewish Society in 
the Ottoman Empire in the Nineteenth Century” (in Hebrew), Divrey Ha- Congress Ha- 
Olami Le- Meda’ey Ha- Yahadut, 11, b/2 (1993), pp. 130-134.   
21 Uriel  Heyd, “The Jewish Communities of İstanbul in the 17th Century,” Oriens 6 (1953), 
pp. 299-314. 
22 Meir  Benayahu, “The Great Fires in Smyrna and Adrianople” (in Hebrew), Reshumot 2 
(1946), pp. 144-154. 
23 Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, Hoshen Mishpat, vol. 1 (Salonica, 1817), par. 47, 52a; Yore De’a, II, 
(Salonica, 1806), additions to Orah  Hayyim, par. 10, 6a; par. 6, 2b. 
24 Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, H.M., par. 47, 57a. 
25 Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, Y.D., vol 2, par. 10, 6a. 
26 Palagi, Masa Hayyim, 2a.  
27 Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, Y.D., vol. 2, par. 10, 6a; R. Isaac Mayo, Sefat Hayyam, par. 5, 2b.  
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who leaves his synagogue for another has to pay his part first in the debt he owes to 
the former synagogue and afterwards he may go to pray wherever he likes.”28 

In short, the fire that burned down all the synagogues built in the late 
seventeenth century caused changes in the communal organization: It weakened the 
dependence of the individual on his original congregation and led to the formation 
of new congregations. Books of regulations of the burial society also went up in 
flames,29 and probably so did other archival material, including membership lists, 
edicts from the Sultan, and additional lists. All of this increased chaos in the 
community. 

At the same time, the involvement of the European consuls and other Christian 
elements in what transpired in the city and its Jewish community increased, and the 
economic situation in Turkey deteriorated, with detrimental effects on İzmir.30 As a 
result of all of these factors, disputes over payment of taxes between the workers 
and the merchants, between the poor and the wealthy and between the middle class 
and the upper class multiplied within the community, and other elements, among 
them the heads of guilds, demanded representation in the communal leadership. 

The saying that a man is known by his purse, his drink and his anger, applies 
even more so in times of crisis. So it is no surprise that the available sources show 
social tension in İzmir started to rise during the period after 1775-1776, when 
Rabbis Isaac Meir and Raphael Joseph Hazzan became chief rabbis following the 
death of Rabbi Hayyim Abulafia II. Like most of the communal regulations, the 
basic regulations concerning taxation in İzmir had been promulgated in the 
seventeenth century by Rabbi Joseph Escapa with some changes and additional 
regulations over time.31 Under the basic regulations that Rabbi Escapa composed in 
1657, valuables such as gold, silver and precious stones should be evaluated at half 
their market price, but the maximum value should not exceed 100 aspers,32 and the 
entire tax should not exceed the sum of 100 aspers. (The asper was the smallest 
Ottoman coin).  

These principles clearly served the interests of the upper classes who benefited 
from the double discount in the evaluation and in the maximum tax. Rabbi Yeosha 
Abraham Judah, who later published the regulations (Salonica 1846, cf. note 3, 
above) with comments based on what he had observed in the ledgers of agreements 
and tax ledgers preserved in İzmir, explained that not until 1811 did a change occur 

                                                 
28 Palagi, Masa Hayyim, 2a. 
29 Cf. Abraham Galanté, Histoire des Juifs d’Anatolie, vol. 1 (İstanbul: Babok, 1937), p. 299. 
30 Jacob  Barnai, “Jewish Guilds in Turkey in the Nineteenth Century”(in Hebrew) in 
Yehudim bekalkelah, ed. N. Gross (Jerusalem, 1985), p. 141. 
31 R. Avraham Yehoshu’a Ye’uda, in his book Avodat Masa, together with a translation from 
Ladino to Hebrew, published by the Museum of Taxes (Jerusalem, 1965); Nehma  Grunhaus, 
The Taxation of Izmir’s Jewish Community in the 17th and 18th Centuries (in Hebrew) (Tel 
Aviv, 1997); Ben Naeh, Jews in the Realm of the Sultans, pp. 147-161 and the reference in 
note 148.  
32 Hiqrei Lev, Hoshen Misphat vol. 1, par. 115, 167a ff.; R. Avraham Yehoshu’a Ye’uda, 
Avodat Masa, pars. 1, 3, fol. 3a. 
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in the aforementioned regulations, and the change was to address a new social 
realignment and demands by the poor.33 

According to Hazzan, however, the change that took place at the beginning of 
the nineteenth century34 set a limit on taxable property and increased the preferential 
treatment of wealthy members of the community. Taxation also became even less 
progressive, taxing consumption of products under communal supervisions, such as 
kosher meat, wine and cheese, at a time when rampant inflation was decreasing the 
value of money and the community was experiencing a major crisis due to the 
declining importance of İzmir in international commerce and a lack of markets for 
the wares that it had exported to Europe in the previous two centuries.  

In addition, special levies had been imposed on the Jews since the early 1770s 
in the wake of wars between the Ottoman Empire and Russia,35 tripling the tax.36 
The Ottoman Empire levied a poll tax on adult male Jews according to their income 
and wealth in three categories: high, middle and low. The community guaranteed the 
payment of these taxes by its members, and if someone did not pay, the community 
was forced to cover his debt. Likewise, members owed taxes to the community as 
determined by an annual levy or a triennial levy based on the estimate of the 
community’s tax assessor. Indirect taxes also were assessed by the authorities or the 
community on certain items, and in times of crisis, such as that created by the wars, 
there was no end to the items that were taxed.  

The situation naturally engendered controversy. The middle class, who paid a 
full tax on their income, paid almost as much as the wealthy, who enjoyed a tax 
limit that protected their interests. As Rabbi Joseph Hazzan remarked: “It is already 
twenty years that individuals in the city demanded abolition of this custom and more 
than eight years ago there was a great outcry over this dispute in the city.”37 Even 
though the events referred to by these dates are not entirely clear, we may presume 
that the struggles began in the last quarter of the eighteenth century when the 
community suffered the double blows of the fire and the economic effects of the 
wars with Russia. Nevertheless, by the early nineteenth century many of the wealthy 
members of the community possessed not only money and gold, but also real 
estate.38  

Members of the Jewish middle class revolted against their community’s 
regulations on tax collection for two reasons: (1) The extra expense due to wars was 
not a part of the original agreement on taxation; (2) the middle class, being the 

                                                 
33 Necmi Ülker, “The Rise of Izmir” (Ph.D. Dissertation, University of Michigan, 1975), 
Idem, İzmir Şehri Tarihi, vol. 1 (İzmir, 1994); Mina Rozen, “The FATTORIA- A Chapter in 
the History of Mediterranean Commerce in the 16th and 17th Centuries” (in Hebrew), 
Miqedem umiyyam, vol. 1 (Haifa, 1981), p. 103. 
34 Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, Hoshen Mishpat, vol. 1, par. 115, 167a; R. Avraham Yehoshu’a 
Ye’uda, Avodat Masa, par. 1, fol. 71. 
35Jacob Barnai, “The Community of İstanbul in the Eighteenth Century” (in Hebrew), 
Miqedem umiyyam 1 (1981), pp. 56, 63. 
36 Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, Hoshen Mishpat, vol. 1, par. 115, 167a. 
37 Ibid., 160a. 
38 Ibid., 167b. 
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majority, should be able to impose their view on the minority.39 Since real estate had 
not been anticipated or taxed when the regulations were composed in 1657, it may 
be that income inequality was growing because the wealthy had found a new area of 
investment (real estate) that was somehow closed to the middle class. Although in 
the medieval Jewish communities, as in the Muslim and Christian societies in which 
they lived, members always existed on a scale between extreme wealth and total 
poverty, in İzmir the middle class organized itself against the wealthy. There, the 
middle class appears to have been made up of artisans and merchants, who 
comprised the majority of the community and paid the lion’s share of the taxes. 
They were not familiar with the concept of class, but their complaints were directed 
against the wealthy, who did not bear their full share of the burden of communal 
expenses. This was a phenomenon unknown heretofore in İzmir, and the wealthy, 
who evidently understood that there was some justice in the demands of the middle 
class and were fearful of the organized opposition, proposed to raise the tax ceiling 
by 50 percent from 100 aspers to 150. The middle class and the poor rejected that 
proposal and instead sought to abolish the entire limit on taxation of the wealthy.40 
The middle class, moreover, complained about another stipulation in the regulations 
promulgated by Rabbi Joseph Escapa, deducting ten percent from the estimated 
wealth of each individual. This, too, they regarded as part of the discrimination 
favoring the wealthy by the tax collectors, who belonged to the wealthy classes, as 
did the leadership of the community. 41 

Rabbi Isaac Mayo, the senior of the two chief rabbis, at first opposed even the 
compromise of raising the tax ceiling by 50 percent, but ultimately ruled that “the 
wealthy have the law on their side, but should anyway help the middle class because 
it is only right to do so.” Thus we see that, in situations of crisis, non-legal factors, 
such as social-ethical considerations, also had a part in rabbinical decision making. 
The “individuals,” who included the middle class and poor, however, still wanted to 
eliminate the tax ceiling entirely and appealed Rabbi Mayo’s decision favoring the 
compromises.42 

In a very lengthy responsum, Rabbi Raphael Joseph Hazzan, the second and 
younger chief rabbi in İzmir, 43 together with the elderly Rabbi Isaac Mayo, decided 
in favor of the “individuals.”  The result was a split between the two rabbis that 
corresponded to the split in the community between the wealthy and the middle 

                                                 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Ibid. Similar discussions and tensions may be found in the community of Salonica in the 
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but the social consequences were different. Cf.  Eliezer  
Bashan, “Positions of the Rabbis of Salonica in the Sixteenth-Eighteenth Centuries in the 
Confrontation about the Little Influence of the Wealthy in Public Decision-Making,” 
Mimizrah umima’arav 2 (1980) in Hebrew, pp. 27-52. The entire subject requires further 
analysis. 
42 Rabbi Isaac Mayo wrote an additional lengthy responsum. Sephat Hayam, par. 8, 108b. 
Rabbi Isaac Navaro, also from İzmir, entered the fray in support of the wealthy as well. Ibid., 
par. 9, 130b. 
43 Mayo, Sephat Hayam, H.M., par. 7, 103b.  
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class and poor, 44  although Rabbi Hazzan was not consistent in his support for the 
opposition groups of the middle class and poor known as the “individuals.”    

In 1808-1809, the debt crisis led Rabbis Mayo and Hazzan to formulate a new 
tax regulation stipulating that payment would be according to the wealth of each 
individual, without discounts for the wealthy.45  The regulation states that Rabbi 
Mayo maintained that no change should be made in the method of taxation, but 
Rabbi Hazzan supported the reform.46  

The confrontation between the middle class and the wealthy that began when 
the community needed to repay large debts it accrued in the early nineteenth century 
created a rift not only between the rabbis, but also within communal organizations. 
The welfare societies, which had existed in İzmir since the days of Rabbi Joseph 
Escapa in the seventeenth century and enjoyed the cooperation of the entire 
community, attained such great political power in the early eighteenth century that 
their heads fulfilled political functions together with the heads of the guilds.47 After 
the taxation dispute erupted early in the next century, the society for visiting the sick 
and burial (Biqur Holim u-Qevarim), claimed to have a regulation stipulating that it 
should not take sides in controversies.48 

When the representatives of the middle class, backed by Rabbi Hazzan, 
demanded to see the book of regulations, however, the Qabar Bashi (“chief of the 
burial society”) refused to give it to them and was deposed. Although the Qabar 
Bashi was a member of the wealthy class, the majority of the society’s members 
came from the middle class and the poor and had restricted the activities of his 
faction even before ousting him. Here, too, Rabbi Mayo supported the Qabar Bashi, 
as opposed to Rabbi Hazzan, who lent his support to the “individuals” who 
overthrew the Qabar Bashi. Eight years later, Rabbi Hazzan included in his responsa 
a question negating the legitimacy of the system whereby the communal leadership 
was elected.49 He also condemned the upper class’s high-handed oppression of the 
middle and lower classes as well as the rampant nepotism in their leadership 
selection process as abuses that had inspired the middle class to establish a separate 
communal organization.50 

Thus, when an attempt was made to split the community at the beginning of 
the nineteenth century, wealth was the exclusive criterion for membership and 
identification with one’s own class.  In all the arguments, neither the congregations 

                                                 
44 Mayo, Sephat Hayam, Ibid.  
45 R. Avraham Yehoshu’a Ye’uda, Avodat Masa, par. 25, 35b. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Abraham Galanté, Histoire des Juifs d’Anatolie, vol. 1, pp. 87, 298. 
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50 Hazzan, Hiqrei Lev, Ibid. 
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themselves nor the places of origin of the members were ever mentioned, even 
though they had been central factors in the social and organizational activity of the 
community since its founding in the seventeenth century. The wealthy were wary of 
the power of the middle class, and in the following years disputes continued 
between the different social classes, but a split in the community was not mentioned 
again. Rabbi David Hazzan, Rabbi Raphael Joseph Hazzan’s son, reported that after 
the wealthy organized themselves in opposition to the middle class, a compromise 
finally was reached according to which “every individual in our city was forced to 
pay an amount of debts—each and every one according to his wealth, whether great 
or small.”51 In other words, at the end of the long-term controversy, the middle class 
managed to eliminate the tax ceiling that had existed for centuries, and the debts 
were paid or cancelled for the time being. Debt cancellation—consolidation in 
financial terms—was a common phenomenon in the Ottoman Empire when societies 
and individuals could not pay their debts, and in modern economies, the technique 
has been also applied, e.g., in the arrangements for kibbutzim or aid to failing 
industries in Israel and to General Motors in the United States. 

In the Jewish community of nineteenth-century İzmir, however, the wealthy 
were clearly unhappy with a solution that they considered both inappropriate and a 
violation of earlier arrangements, so disagreements between the wealthy and the 
poor continued into the 1840s, focusing on taxation and the rates of the gabela, the 
indirect tax on such essential food products as meat and wine. Rabbi Hayyim Palagi 
addressed the subject in the 1840s and 1850s52 as new debts were incurred and 
disagreements flared up again, mainly over the gabela, which the wealthy raised in 
order to avoid paying direct taxes according to their income and wealth.53 
Sometimes the disputes became so severe that the “individuals” threatened mass 
conversion and did not refrain from purchasing meat the communal leaders deemed 
not kosher.54 

To summarize, in İzmir, damage from the fire in 1772, the accumulation of 
debts and some new proposals led in the nineteenth century to a severe social crisis 
involving the attempted organizational separation of the poor and middle class 
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described above and so to changes in the communal leadership and tax 
arrangements. The monopoly the wealthy had enjoyed for nearly two hundred years 
over the leadership of the community and determining its methods of operation was 
broken by the outcry of the middle and lower classes, who suddenly realized at 
beginning of the century that they had been exploited and were paying most of the 
taxes but receiving nothing in exchange. Yet the situation in İzmir was hardly 
unique, for in a number of articles Avner Levy has documented disagreements and 
social tensions between the poor and the wealthy in other Jewish major communities 
of the empire during the nineteenth century.55 

Above, I alluded to the social tensions that increased with the growing political 
power of the Jewish guilds as the heads of the guilds and the workers started to 
struggle against each other, each side in pursuit of its own interests. Even though 
seventeenth-century sources do not mention guilds of workers and artisans in İzmir, 
one may presume their existence in the city.56 Along with a transformation from a 
notably commercial society to one including a productive element, the eighteenth-
century Ottoman Empire experienced a trend towards increased status for guilds and 
their separation from one another on the basis of religion that may have affected 
İzmir as well.57 

In sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Turkey there were both separate guilds 
for Jews and mixed guilds, but in the second half of the eighteenth century, the 
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mixed guilds ceased to exist and every guild consisted solely of members of one 
religion.58 Only a few sources refer to guilds in İzmir before 1800, just as there is 
only sporadic mention of guilds in İstanbul and Salonica in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, but once guilds became a significant social power in the 
Jewish community of İzmir in the early nineteenth century, they were frequently 
mentioned in the records.59 

The first source from which we learn about the organization of workers against 
traders stems from the time of Rabbi Raphael Joseph Hazzan at the end of the 
eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth.60 Regarding a dispute 
between the leaders of the tiftik  (processors of goat wool) and the leaders of the 
wool merchants over the daily wages of the workers,61 the rabbi’s responsum 
mentions a kind of collective agreement between the merchants and the workers.  

The situation it addresses seems to differ from that in Turkish guilds, where 
merchants and workers belonged to the same guild and many of the artisans sold 
their own goods. Although the Turkish suffix “ci” indicates both a manufacturer and 
a merchant,62 in the case of this Jewish guild, there is a functional distinction 
between them. (In Turkish ci was pronounced ji.)  For instance, the source stipulates 
separate rates for the summer months and winter months, because of the heavy work 
load imposed on the workers in the summer, and paragraph 11 of the collective 
agreement (translated from Judeo-Spanish) asserts:  

 
If one of the merchants does not have enough work in tiftik for all of his 
employees for six days a week, and he fires some of them, we, the heads of the 
merchants, agree to employ them in the other workshops that do have work at 
that time, without those fired suffering the loss of daily wages at all.63 

 
As for the source of the dispute, one of the merchants added two “pieces” (the 

Hebrew term for the asper, the smallest Ottoman coin, was hatikha = “piece”) per 
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diem to the wages of the workers who came to work for him, “so that they would 
come to work in his workshop, but when the other leaders of the merchants saw that 
he was doing wrong, they agreed amongst themselves to act uniformly.”  

The leading merchants did not want to encourage competition and instead 
wanted to decide for themselves on the mobility of workers according to need: “If 
one of the merchants wants a few more workers than he has for some need and the 
leaders see that it is justified, they will dispatch workers from some merchant who 
has too many workers.” The workers objected to this arrangement (perhaps because 
it was a worsening of their working conditions) and demanded a wage hike for those 
transferred from one merchant to another based on the aforementioned paragraph 
11.  

Both parties brought their arguments to Rabbi Hazzan. From the responsum we 
see that the matter also occupied other members of the community, among them the 
elders, who in this case supported the workers. Rabbi Hazzan tried to arrange a 
compromise and proposed that the merchants give the workers an additional two 
“pieces” per diem (in both summer and winter) in order to enable mobility of the 
workers, but the workers rejected his proposal. Rabbi Hazzan then proposed the 
merchants compensate the workers with a raise in wages, but the workers demanded 
a raise of ten “pieces” per diem, to which the merchants were unwilling to agree.  

It is unclear why some of the elders supported the workers. It may have been 
related to their support for the guilds in a struggle between different groups of 
wealthy community members. Or, perhaps they were backers of a different rabbi 
who opposed the proposal. Rabbi Hazzan did not issue a ruling on this issue, but he 
did allow the merchants to annul the agreement they had signed allowing worker 
mobility, in order to avert the situation of a false oath. Since that meant that the 
market operated freely, allowing whoever paid the highest wages to obtain workers, 
the workers essentially won. All of this testifies to the need for working hands and 
that the market favored the workers and not the employers. From the language of the 
responsum, however, it is difficult to ascertain whether Rabbi Hazzan supported the 
workers in the way he had supported the poor against the wealthy in previous cases.  

Another responsum of Rabbi Hazzan reveals that there were 130 workers in 
the guild, a respectable number, which explains its power. The workers organized a 
ten-day strike and afterward managed to break up the organization of the merchants, 
convincing two of them to open their workshops to them and to cancel the 
agreement that the merchants had signed among themselves.64  

The struggle between the wool makers and their merchant employers was 
superimposed onto the conflict between the wealthy and the middle class. No doubt 
the workers all belonged to the poorest class, but not all of the merchants were 
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wealthy, and some belonged to the middle class. Some other members of the 
wealthy elite, moreover, supported the workers in their struggle against the 
merchants. Similarly, when a different conflict took place between wool brokers and 
their servants, the leadership enacted an ordinance to prevent immediate firing of a 
broker’s servant, requiring five days to pass before the dismissal could take effect.65 
Here again, the leadership of the community clearly was making some effort to 
protect the rights of workers. 

In a record from 1807 the guilds already appear as an organized force. “The tax 
assessors put a levy on casks of wine and beer and the like on the guild of the tavern 
owners, but the artisans claimed to be exempt because they were like property held 
in their possession in which they live, and for which only a small tax should be 
paid….”66 By the 1820s, the guilds in the city had developed further into a well-
organized political force, even demanding representation in the communal 
leadership. Rabbi Hayyim Palagi wrote, evidently in the 1840s: “And the head of the 
rabbinical court and his colleagues the rabbis should be appreciated for at the time 
that the heads of the guilds (Esnafes)67 rose up with many notables and asked the 
court to discuss this twenty-five years ago.”68 Rabbi David Hazzan’s son, who was a 
ritual slaughterer in İzmir, was involved in a dispute between the wealthy and the 
guilds in the 1830s. The dispute concerned the slaughter house of the guilds and 
split the community between the guilds, on the one hand, and the communal 
leadership, on the other, with Rabbi Isaac Amado and Rabbi David Hazzan taking 
different sides.69 

The increasing strength and influence of the guilds, from the early eighteenth 
century onward, and their greater involvement in Jewish society were reflected in 
the words of Rabbi Hayyim Palagi. He reported in the 1870s that they would turn 
over to the Ottoman authorities guild members who violated their regulations or 
even other Jews who challenged their monopoly, which could lead to incarceration 
or expulsion from the city. He also listed the various guilds and pointed out both the 
strict discipline they required from their members and their questionable behavior 
with regards to outsiders.P69F

70
P Among the guilds he mentioned were the wool workers 
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discussed above, and also glass makers, tinsmiths, butchers, dyers and ribbon 
makers.71 

When the institutions of İzmir’s Jewish community were established in the 
seventeenth century, the representation was determined according to congregations 
and places of origin, not social classes. Although the rabbis were selected in the 
seventeenth century by a majority of the taxpayers, the regulation was changed in 
the eighteenth century to selection by the memunim (Board of Deputies). The twelve 
deputies, in turn, had been chosen by the various congregations to be in charge of 
communal affairs, a large congregation being entitled to two deputies and a small 
congregation only to one. 72 In the 1840s, however, the character of the leadership 
changed, leading to a major transformation in communal life. Under a reform that 
Rabbi Palagi indicated the guilds had been championing since the 1820s, the number 
of parnasim (city leaders) was raised to fifteen, six representing the wealthy, six 
more from the middle class and three from the guilds.73 In short, now communal 
leadership was to be determined on the basis of class and no longer on the basis of 
the congregations, which had lost their influence. By the 1840s, the leadership was 
comprised of fifteen individuals, six wealthy, six middle class and three 
representatives, as the guilds had advocated.   

Among the members of the guilds were many poor people, who had barely 
enough clothes to wear or food to eat. One responsum reveals the tribulations of 
people who, in 1801, began working as tailors on the lower floor of a synagogue 
rebuilt after the 1772 fire and converted their workshop into a synagogue on 
Saturday mornings. The elders of the synagogue above them objected to this 
arrangement, but it was found justified because the tailors, who did not have 
Sabbath clothes, said they did not want to appear in the other synagogue in their 
work clothes and would have been left without a place of worship.74 Another source 
recounts that some unemployed members of the wool-workers’ guild had nothing at 
all to eat.75  Given this sort of evidence, that the representatives of the guilds in 
communal leadership represented in general the poorest working class within the 
community, we can assert that communal leadership was selected on the basis of 
class.  

As the struggle of the heads of the guilds for fair representation in the 
leadership of the community continued, in 1850 four parnasim were elected from 
the heads of the guilds76 and added to the twelve deputies. Afterwards the guilds 
demanded that everyone who paid a minimum tax be able to take part in elections 
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and choose their own representative,77 rather than continue having deputies who 
completed their terms appoint their own successors. This demand, however, 
encountered the fierce opposition of the municipal rabbi, Rabbi Hayyim Palagi, and 
there is no record that it was ever implemented. 

During the 1840s members of the guilds also raised a dispute over taxation as 
well as communal leadership, increasing turmoil in the community. According to 
Rabbi Hayyim Palagi, some members of the guilds demanded that the poll tax due 
the Ottoman authorities be paid from the communal tax on meat (the gabela), but 
the deputies objected to that arrangement. The rabbis then ruled that a poll tax was 
the responsibility of each individual and rejected the demands of the guilds.78 It is 
not clear why members of the guilds would want the tax on meat to be raised, since 
that would hurt the lower classes, but this may have been a request by a certain 
sector within one of the guilds.  

In addition, controversies within the rabbinate in İzmir became more extreme 
after the middle of the seventeenth century until, intensified by social factors 
towards the end of the eighteenth century, they led to an open schism between two 
chief rabbis. On the one hand, Rabbi Raphael Joseph Hazzan was backed by the 
poor and advocated for them, and on the other, Rabbi Isaac Mayo had the support of 
the wealthy and advanced their interests. Thus, the struggle over selection of the 
rabbi was more than a clash of individuals or a conflict between different 
congregations whose members originated in different places but part of a class 
struggle that reflected different political approaches and social changes. Those 
changes, in turn, were rooted in the dislocation of the populace and destruction of 
the synagogues in the great fire of 1772, the transition of İzmir from a commercial 
city to an industrial one, the impoverishment of small-scale artisans, the growing 
influence of the guilds in eighteenth-century Turkish society, and arrival of new 
groups of Jews in the city during the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries. 

In the nineteenth century, moreover, the continuing arrival of the Francos and 
the increased influence of the consuls that intensified European and Christian 
influence in many cities of the Ottoman Empire were especially noticeable in İzmir, 
which had a large Christian population. There, the Francos and the consuls 
significantly disrupted communal arrangements and the status of the leadership even 
after the fire-devastated synagogues started to be rebuilt in the early nineteenth 
century.  

In summary, at the beginning of the nineteenth century the Jewish community 
of İzmir experienced an outbreak of social and economic struggles, in which the 
middle class and the poor confronted the wealthy regarding taxation, allocation of 
the communal debt, the way the community’s leaders were chosen and who was 
represented on the Board of Deputies. In particular, the Jewish guilds and their 
working-class members emerged as an organized force demanding representation in 
the communal leadership. These changes preceded by one generation the Tanzimat 
reforms in the Ottoman Empire that were implemented in the late 1830s. 
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Consequently, questions remain regarding the relative roles of those changes in the 
administrative and legal order of the Ottoman Empire versus the impacts of the great 
fire of 1772 and the consequences of war between the Ottoman Empire and Russia 
(1768-1774) in the modernization of the Jewish society in İzmir. 79 In any case, the 
community changed from one organized around congregations and led by the 
wealthy elite into a community in which the middle class, including members of the 
guilds, played an increasing role in its leadership. This transformation involved 
bitter struggles between the classes and between various interest groups which were 
directly related to the financial crisis that began in the Ottoman Empire in the last 
quarter of eighteenth century.  
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